Schomberg, ON, 7 June 2016: Natural High Co Pty (trading as Bounce Foods) is initiating a voluntary recall of its Bounce Apple Cinnamon Protein Punch energy balls in Canada.

Bounce Foods cares deeply about the health and safety of consumers and as such we have chosen to initiate a voluntary recall of these products in an abundance of caution to protect public health.

This recall comes as an ingredient supplier, SunOpta, expanded its initial recall after being found to have distributed sunflower kernels that may be contaminated with *Listeria monocytogenes* (L.mono). Listeria is a food bacterium that may cause food poisoning.

We would like to reassure all of our customers that we have not received any news of consumers being affected by illness.

Only these products meeting the following criteria are affected by the recall:

- **Bounce Apple Cinnamon Protein Punch energy balls in all pack configurations with Best Before dates between 29 OCT 2016 to 06 MAR 2017.**

UPCs:
- 852949003426 (individual packs)
- 952949003471 (12-unit boxes)

No other Bounce products are affected.

Customers who have purchased any of the above products are urged not to consume the products and to dispose of them. Any questions can be directed to Bounce Foods by emailing balls@bouncelifestyle.com or by calling 905 939 8899.